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If you've ever wondered how to climb the social ladder with grace, how to feel confident in every

situation, or even how to make a lasting impression (but not the kind that lands you on the latest

"Worst Dressed List")-Derek Blasberg is here, with quotes and secrets from all the socialites so girls

everywhere can learn how to have class. This hilarious handbook will provide everything you need

to know about fashion, socialising, dating, and etiquette. With tons of practical tips and tools for

learning to flaunt what you've got, dozens of specific how-tos, common no-nos, and huge blunders

that even smart girls make, this tongue-in-cheek book will train you to be a lady, and not a tramp!
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I became intrigued by this book after reading a couple magazine blurbs about this book. I actually

love these kinds of books; they're can be useful, funny, and great reads at the beach or on an

airplane. It looked interesting enough: someone who's often at parties and events around the world,

hob-nobbing with the rich and the Botoxed, bestowing advice on what it means to be classy and the

lack of this characteristic today. I figured the book would be full of insights from someone who

associates with the upper crust, providing a unique perspective on the age old line, "Money doesn't

buy class."Unfortunately, if you read the premise above, sit for 5 minutes, and think about what

YOU would write if you were the author of such a book, you'd be right on target. Everything in the



book is quite predictable and even pedestrian. Tips for shopping online? Research to make sure the

store is legit. Don't respond to unsolicited e-mails asking for your personal information. Doesn't

everyone pretty much know this? Blasberg also provides a handy little chart that illustrates the logos

of some luxury brands (e.g., Chanel, Fendi, Louis Vuitton, etc.), cautioning people to read the bag

labels carefully so you don't end up buying a "Prado" instead of a Prada. Really? He even has a

section on drugs (basically, don't do them) and cigarettes (don't smoke; they're bad for you, too).

I thought that this book was okay. It was light, and nice, but there were a few cons.First off, I want to

say that I did not hate this book. I just thought it wasn't fantastic...or terrible for that matter. It was

just okay. Here's why:The first thing that struck me, was the fact that Derek uses himself as an

example. Now, while I'm sure he is a very classy man, I found this a bit strange. A man using

himself as an example on how to be a classy lady.The second thing was who this book is aimed for.

It really is for young adult girls. But the Author seemed to get a little confused about who he was

writing to. Sometimes he would talk about "what you will/can do when you graduate high school"

and then in the next chapter he would be talking about drinking alcohol. I'm 17 and I hardly learned

anything new from it in regards to being classy and ladylike. It was just refreshed me.Thirdly, the

complete LACK of class in his writing. I'm not sure why I made this third as it should probably be

number one. I'm sure we've all been taught that a lady has a certain grace about her, the author

seemed to forget this. Throughout the book, there is this air of "I'm sooo classy, if you don't follow

my tips in this book, you're a tramp". He bashes and bashes and bashes. Sometimes it seems like

he is trying to be funny, but I found it rude and tactless.Fourth. I'll make this short: no warrant to

claim. He would say something like, " *blank* is bad", but he never said why it was. Is it agianst the

"rules" of etiquette ? Does it mean something? I was waiting for the impact, but it never came.Lastly,

and this links to the first one, he goes on and on and on about all his famous friends. There is

continual bragging from him throughout the book.

I was thumbing through a magazine recently and came across a blurb for this book which sparked

my curiosity. How did Classy differ from the myriad other etiquette books on the market? After

reading through a copy I found at a local bookstore, I have to say that I was impressed with Derek

Blasberg's take on topics such as drinking, how to dress, logo overload and when to put down that

blasted Blackberry. The subchapter titled The "Look at Me!" Era is, on its own, worth paying

for.Blasberg, a twenty-something writer in the fashion industry, is an insider who knows the movers

and shakers and addresses topics you won't find in Emily Post (stripper poles at parties, sex tapes).



There is solid advise here in a fetching package that should appeal to young females who might not

be so inclined to pick up etiquette books by other authors. He lays out what comes across as

attractive and, more importantly, what does not, even naming names to illustrate his point. The

book's many photos give effective visual references to his words. Blasberg clearly understands the

fundamental truth that many girls and young women mimic the behavior of their favorite celebrities

because they believe that's the way to be perceived as attractive and desirable, but oftentimes, this

behavior is crass, immature, and earns them a markedly different reputation than the one they

want.I am a big admirer of the book The Art and Power of Being a Lady by Noelle Cleary and Dini

Von Mueffling, and while that book remains my favorite on etiquette, Classy goes a long way in

speaking to today's impressionable, highly visual, celebrity-obsessed youth. The message: being

classy doesn't mean being out of touch with the times, and just because a celebrity does something

doesn't mean its smart.
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